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Abstract

Site Response Corrections

Near-Fault Low VS30 Site Response

Large earthquake ground motion simulations in three-dimensional (3D) Earth models provide
constraints on site-specific shaking intensities but have suffered from limited frequency
resolution and ignored site response in soft soils. We report new regional-scale 3D
simulations for moment magnitude 7.0 scenario earthquakes on the Hayward Fault, Northern
California with SW4. Simulations resolved significantly broader band frequencies (0-10 Hz)
than previous studies and represent the highest resolution simulations for any such
earthquake to date. Seismic waves were excited by a kinematic rupture following Graves and
Pitarka (2016) and obeyed wave propagation in a 3D Earth model with topography from the
United States Geological Survey (USGS) assuming a minimum shear wave speed, vSmin, of
500 m/s. We corrected motions for linear and nonlinear site response for the shear wave
speed, vS, from the USGS 3D model using a recently developed ground motion model (GMM)
for Fourier amplitude spectra (Bayless and Abrahamson, 2018; 2019a). At soft soil locations
subjected to strong shaking, the site-corrected intensities reflect the competing effects of
linear amplification by low vS material, reduction of stiffness during nonlinear deformation and
damping of high frequencies. Sites with near-surface vS of 500 m/s or greater require no
linear site correction but can experience amplitude reduction due to nonlinear response.
Averaged over all sites, we obtained reasonable agreement with empirical ergodic median
GMMs currently used for seismic hazard and design ground motions (epsilon less than 1),
with marked improvement at soft sedimentary sites. At specific locations, the simulated
shaking intensities show systematic differences from the GMMs that reveal path and site
effects not captured in these ergodic models. Results indicate how next generation regionalscale earthquake simulations can provide higher spatial and frequency resolution while
including effects of soft soils that are commonly ignored in scenario earthquake ground
motion simulations.

Site response corrections were performed to account for:
1. Amplification due to softer near-surface material properties than can be modelled with the
assumed VSmin of 500 m/s; and
2. Nonlinear site response which strongly damps high-frequency strong motions

Sites near the fault where VS30 is less than VSmin (500 m/s) experience the
competing effects of amplification by soft materials and attenuation due to nonlinear damping. Here we consider 354 sites with 16 km of the fault with VS30 <
500 m/s for three ruptures. Note good agreement with average GMM ratio.

Site corrections were made with Fourier amplitude transfer functions derived from the ground
motion model of Bayless and Abrahamson (2018). The procedure is described in Figure 3,
with the following notation:
F0(vS30M, L) is the FAS for vS30M and linear site response only (response 0);
F1(vS30, L) is the FAS for vS30 and linear site response only (response 1); and
F2(vS30, NL) is the FAS for vS30 and linear and nonlinear site response (response 2).
T01 = F1(vS30; L) / F0(vS30M; L)

; and T02 = F2(vS30; NL) / F0(vS30M; L)

Figure 6: PGA ratios (SW4*T02 / SW4) versus: (left) the incident SW4 PGA; and (center) fault
distance, RJB. The response spectral ratio is shown (right) column along their mean and
average of four NGA GMM’s.

Comparison with GMM’s: Epsilon Values and Maps
Without site response corrections the simulated intensities at soft sites (VS30 <
500 m/s) do not agree with the average of four NGA-West2 GMM’s (Figure 7a,
below left). However, with site corrections median epsilon values are much less
biased (closer to zero) across the full period band (Figure 7b, below right).

Data and Methodology
Ground motions were simulated with SW4 using the USGS 3D seismic model of the San
Francisco Bay Area with surface topography. The domain and properties of the Earth model
are shown in Figure 1 (below).
Domain: 120 km x 80 km x 30 km
Minimum grid spacing, hmin: 6.25 meters with 3 mesh refinements
Minimum Shear Wavespeed, VSmin: 500 m/s
Maximum frequency, fmax: 10 Hz with a minimum of 8 points-per-wavelength
Number of grid points: 203 billion
Duration: 90 seconds (126,385 times with time step of 0.7 milliseconds)

Figure 3: Ground motions and site response corrections for a soft soil site (vS30 of 109 m/s, set to 180
m/s) in San Leandro (SL, in Figure 1c). (a) Horizontal component waveforms from SW4 (vS30M=500
m/s) after linear site correction for vS30 (SW4*T01) and after linear and nonlinear site correction for vS30
(SW4*T02). PGA values for each waveform are given. (b) Transfer functions (Fourier spectral ratio
versus frequency) for both the linear (T01) and linear and nonlinear (T02) response at this site. (c)
Median horizontal component RotD50 spectral acceleration for the SW4 motions and site corrected
motions (SW4*T01 and SW4*T02, respectively) along with the average of four NGA-West2 median
(black) and one standard deviation (dotted). (d) Effective amplitude spectra for the SW4 motions and
site corrected motions (SW4*T01 and SW4*T02, respectively) along with the median (black) and one
standard deviation (dotted) of the BA18 model estimate.

PGV & PGA Maps

PGV & PGA Ratio Maps

Peak ground velocity (PGV) and
peak ground acceleration (PGA) after
site correction is shown for all three
ruptures in Figure 4 (below).

PGV and PGA ratios (SW4*T02/SW4)
are shown for all three ruptures in
Figure 5 (below).

Figure 7: Epsilon plots comparing simulated ground motion intensities with NGA-West2 GMM
estimates for the northern hypocenter. Median ϵ values (squares) are shown with inner ranges (50%
and 90% as dark and light gray shading, respectively). Upper panels show sites with vS30 ≤ 500 m/s:
(a) without site corrections (SW4) and (b) with site corrections (SW4*T02).

Maps of site-specific epsilon values indicate systematic path and site effects
related to large-scale (5-20 km) geologic structure, akin to non-ergodic GMM’s.

Figure 8: Maps of site-specific
epsilon values for the northern
hypocenter. These show epsilon
values (defined in text) for (a) PGA,
(b) PGV, (c) Sa 1 second and (d)
Sa 3 seconds.
The surface
projection of the top of the
Hayward Fault is shown as thick
black line with hypocenter (star)
and contours of Z1.0 (dashed lines)
from Figure 1b.

Figure 1: Maps of the computational domain showing geographic and geologic features and the 3D Earth
model. (a) Basemap showing topography and bathymetry (colorbar) and cities and the East Bay Hills (EBH).
The surface projection of the top of Hayward Fault (HF) is shown as thick black line with hypocenters of three
ruptures indicated by stars. (b) Z1.0 (colorbar, dashed 0.2 km contours) and geologic features. (c) VS30
(colorbar) and along vS30=500 m/s contour (dashed lines) with the San Leandro Gabbro (SLG) and site location
for the seismograms in San Leandro shown in Figure 4 (SL, white triangle). (d) Z0.5 (colorbar, dashed 0 m
contours).

Three ruptures were modeled following
Graves and Pitarka (2016). Source models
used the same slip distribution but three
different hypocenters: north, central and
south
Figure 2: Rupture model for the southern hypocenter
showing distribution of: (top) slip; (middle) slip
duration; and (lower) rake (vectors). In each panel,
we show the hypocenter (star) and contours (lines)
show the rupture isochrons with 3 second intervals.

Figure 4: PGV and PGA at all sites with site
corrections (SW4*T02) for three hypocenters:
(a) PGV and (b) PGA for the northern
hypocenter; (c) PGV and (d) PGA for the central
hypocenter; and (e) PGV and (f) PGA for the
southern hypocenter. PGV maps show contours
of Z1.0 (dashed lines similar to Figure 1b) and
PGA maps show the vS30 contour of 500 m/s
(dashed lines similar to Figure 1c).

Figure 5: PGV and PGA ratios at all sites showing the
natural logarithm of site corrected intensity divided by
the
SW4
intensity
without
site
correction,
ln(SW4*T02/SW4), for three hypocenters: (a) PGV ratio
and (b) PGA ratio for the northern hypocenter; (c) PGV
ratio and (d) PGA ratio for the central hypocenter; and
(e) PGV ratio and (f) PGA ratio for the southern
hypocenter. Maps show the vS30 contour of 500 m/s
(dashed lines similar to Figure 1c).

Summary/Conclusion
• Advanced methods and computing enable highest ever resolution regionalscale 3D ground motion simulations for a California earthquake
• Average site-corrected intensities for Mw 7 Hayward fault ruptures are in
agreement with ergodic models.
• Site-specific intensities reveal variations related to wave propagation in the
3D Earth (path and site effects).
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